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This report covers BlackRock Investment Stewardship’s (BIS) stewardship activities — focusing on proxy voting — covering 
the period from July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022, representing the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) 12-
month reporting period for U.S. mutual funds, including iShares. Throughout the report we commonly refer to this reporting 
period as “the 2021-22 proxy year.” References to “previous year” or “last year” cover the period from July 1, 2020 to June 
30, 2021. While we believe the information in this report is accurate as of June 30, 2022, it is subject to change without 
notice for a variety of reasons. As a result, subsequent reports and publications distributed may therefore include additional 
information, updates and modifications, as appropriate. 

The information herein must not be relied upon as a forecast, research, or investment advice. BlackRock is not making any 
recommendation or soliciting any action based upon this information and nothing in this document should be construed 
as constituting an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, securities in any jurisdiction to any person. References to 
individual companies are for illustrative purposes only.

This is an abbreviated version 
of the 2022 voting spotlight report 
published on July 26, 2022. Please 
see full report for more detail.

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/2022-investment-stewardship-voting-spotlight.pdf
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Creating long-term value for our clients —
who entrust BlackRock to invest their assets —
remained the driving focus of the BlackRock 
Investment Stewardship (BIS) team as we 
navigated through another turbulent year, in 
which complex geopolitical and socioeconomic 
forces disrupted communities and the 
global economy. 

In the last 12 months, investors have been confronted with inflation 

running at multi-decade highs, as disrupted supply chains and tight 

labor markets impaired the ability of many companies to meet customer 

needs. The Russian invasion of Ukraine not only created a humanitarian 

crisis, but also intensified the mismatch in global energy supply and 

demand. This was exacerbated by surging energy demand on the back 

of the post-COVID restart while investment has lagged what is needed 

in both renewable and traditional energy. With inflationary pressures 

driving up the cost of living and impeding companies’ long-term 

planning, the consequent market turmoil has left policy makers, 

companies and — most importantly for us — our clients uncertain 

about the path ahead. 

Foreword
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Despite the difficult macro-economic backdrop, many companies 

are demonstrating remarkable resilience, evolving their businesses 

to manage risks and capture opportunities. This year, BlackRock’s 

70-strong investment stewardship team reached a record 3,690 

engagements with 2,460 unique companies in 55 markets.1

We continued to engage constructively with investee companies 

throughout this turbulent year on a consistent set of engagement 

priorities, anchored in sound corporate governance and effective 

board leadership. As ever, we took a long-term view and supported 

companies that continued to deliver for their shareholders and other 

key stakeholders, taking into consideration the constraints they faced. 

Globally, we supported 90% of director elections, consistent with 

the previous proxy year.2 For perspective, votes on director elections 

represented nearly 40% of our total voting, while votes on shareholder 

proposals were less than 1%.3

In keeping with our investment convictions, our view continues to 

be that the best economic outcomes for our clients will come through 

an orderly energy transition by companies that recognizes the needs 

of their consumers and other key stakeholders. In our work engaging 

with companies, and, where clients have tasked us with it, casting 

proxy votes, our work on climate-related issues remains unchanged 

in focusing on the material risks and opportunities that the energy 

transition poses. This proxy season underscored our belief that a 

constructive stewardship approach contributes to companies making 

meaningful progress in their climate-related planning and disclosures, 

where this is a material financial risk and/or opportunity for them. 

But it also reinforced our long-held view that that the pathway to 

decarbonization is difficult to predict and will not occur in a straight 

line. Consistent with that view, we have not supported certain climate 

shareholder proposals that are overly prescriptive or micro-manage 

how companies should decarbonize. 

As we entered the 2022 peak proxy season, we had the opportunity 

to observe and assess some of the themes in focus in the shareholder 

proposals coming to a vote. For example, in the U.S. we saw a 133% 

increase in the number of environmental and social (E&S) shareholder 

proposals, many of them more prescriptive than in prior years, enabled 

by changing guidance by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC).4 Further, many climate-related shareholder proposals sought to 

dictate the pace of companies’ energy transition plans despite 

continued consumer demand, with little regard to company financial 

performance. Other proposals failed to recognize that companies had 

largely already met their ask.

1 Source: BlackRock. Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Total engagements and unique companies engaged numbers are rounded to 
the nearest ten. Team composition as of July 17, 2022. 2 Source: BlackRock. Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. 3 Source: BlackRock, 
Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. 4 Source: ISS Voting Analytics. See our commentary, “2022 
climate-related shareholder proposals more prescriptive than 2021.” 

We continued to engage 

constructively with 

investee companies 

throughout this turbulent 

year on a consistent set 

of engagement priorities, 

anchored in sound 

corporate governance and 

effective board leadership. 

In our work engaging 

with companies, and, 

where clients have 

tasked us with it, 

casting proxy votes, 

our work on climate-

related issues remains 

unchanged in focusing 

on the material risks 

and opportunities 

that the energy 

transition poses.

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/commentary-bis-approach-shareholder-proposals.pdf
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In our voting on behalf of clients, BIS supported 24% of E&S 

shareholder proposals in the U.S. this year, down from 43% last year, 

reflecting how these factors made these proposals less supportable 

in the 2021-22 proxy year.1 As ever, BIS took a case-by-case approach 

and voted to advance our clients’ long-term financial interests. Overall, 

E&S shareholder proposals voted at U.S. companies attracted 27% 

shareholder support on average — down from 36% last year — which 

suggests that most investors took a measured, materiality-based 

approach in their analysis and voting on this year’s proposals.2

BIS is committed to investing and innovating in stewardship to support 

long-term value creation for our clients. BIS will continue to take a 

principled approach on behalf of the clients who rely on us to exercise 

voting authority, while also enabling more of them to use BlackRock 

Voting Choice to vote their shares in line with their own preferences if 

they desire to.  Our fiduciary duty to our clients is our “North Star,” 

as the money BlackRock manages is theirs and our responsibility 

is to help them meet their long-term financial goals. 

Lower market support 
for more prescriptive 
shareholder proposals 

Environmental and social 

(E&S) shareholder proposals 

voted at U.S. companies 

attracted 27% shareholder 

support on average —

down from 36% last year —

which suggests that most 

investors took a measured, 

materiality-based approach 

in their analysis and voting 

on proposals this proxy year. 

In our own voting on behalf 

of our clients, we supported 

24% of E&S shareholder 

proposals in the U.S. this 

year, down from 43% 

last year.

Sandy Boss
Global Head of 
Investment Stewardship

1 Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. 2 Source: BlackRock, Institutional 
Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 18, 2022 reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. The term “average” refers to “mean” shareholder support. Median 
shareholder support for E&S shareholder proposals in the U.S. was 21% for the 2021-22 proxy year, down from 33% last year.

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/about-us/investment-stewardship/blackrock-voting-choice
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Consistent with BlackRock’s fiduciary duty as 

an asset manager, BIS’ purpose is to support 

companies in their efforts to deliver long-term 

durable financial performance on behalf of our 

clients. These clients include public and private 

pension plans, governments, insurance companies, 

endowments, universities, charities and, ultimately, 

individual investors, among others. 

BIS serves as an important link between our clients and the 

companies they invest in — and the trust our clients place in us 

gives us a great responsibility to advocate on their behalf. Our 

clients depend on BlackRock to help them meet their investment goals; 

the business and governance decisions that companies make will have 

a direct impact on our clients’ long-term investment outcomes and 

financial well-being. This report provides an overview of our proxy 

voting from July 1, 2021, through June 30, 2022, as part of our 

broader stewardship work engaging with the companies we invest 

in on behalf of our clients. 

With one of the industry’s largest teams of stewardship and governance 

specialists from a range of disciplines, BIS is well-equipped to bring 

a globally consistent, locally nuanced perspective to our clients and 

to the companies in which we invest on their behalf. We engage with 

companies throughout each year and our engagements often span 

multiple years. This leads to stronger relationships with companies and 

more constructive outcomes for shareholders and businesses alike. 

We work closely with BlackRock’s active investment colleagues to help 

ensure our stewardship work is grounded in encouraging the practices 

that support long-term corporate financial performance, rather than 

the pursuit of good governance for its own sake. Our analysts’ sector 

expertise and local market knowledge allows for informed dialogue 

on the issues most material to companies’ ability to create durable, 

long-term value for our clients.

This depth of experience also enables us to make informed, considered 

voting decisions — we do not rely on the recommendations of proxy 

advisors. We continued to take a measured approach to the stewardship 

policy enhancements that inform our voting, maintaining a consistent 

year-on-year view on what we find to be helpful as investors in assessing 

the material governance and sustainability risks facing the companies 

we invest in for our clients. 

BIS serves as an 
important link 
between our clients 
and the companies 
they invest in. 

We aim to build constructive 

relationships with 

companies, engaging in 

continuing dialogue with 

company leadership about 

the governance and 

sustainability factors 

material to generating the 

long-term financial returns 

on which our clients depend.  
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While BIS is central to our fiduciary approach, we also see a growing 

interest among investors — including our clients — in the corporate 

governance of public companies. That is why we announced 

BlackRock Voting Choice in October 2021 and continue to expand 

the opportunity for more clients to participate in proxy voting decisions 

over their listed equity investments, where legally and operationally 

viable. As detailed in our paper, It’s All About Choice, our ambition over 

time is to continue developing new technologies while working with 

industry partners to expand voting choice for even more clients –

including individual investors.

Through all these efforts, we are working to serve our clients and stay 

ahead of their needs. Our sole focus remains on helping them achieve 

their long-term financial goals, because the money we manage is theirs, 

not ours.

Our Investment Stewardship toolkit

How we build our understanding 
of a company’s approach to 
corporate governance and 
sustainable business models, and 
how we communicate our views.

How we signal our support for 
or raise our concerns over a 
company’s corporate governance 
or business model. We may signal 
concerns by not supporting the 
election of directors or other 
management proposals, or by 
voting in support of a shareholder 
proposal. Voting on director 
elections is a globally consistent 
signal of concerns when boards 
do not seem to have acted in 
shareholders’ long-term 
financial interests.

How we inform stakeholders 
of our work to advance the long-
term economic interests of our 
clients. We continue to raise 
the bar on our transparency. 
This report illustrates our voting 
on behalf of our clients at 14,140 
companies, highlighting the 
breadth and depth of our 
stewardship efforts on behalf 
of our clients in the 2021-22 
proxy year.1

Engaging with companies Voting in our clients’ interests Transparency in our activities

1 Source: BlackRock. Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Numbers are rounded to the nearest ten. 

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/about-us/investment-stewardship/2021-blackrock-voting-choice
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/its-all-about-choice.pdf
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Our stewardship approach: 
engaging on material risks and 
opportunities for our clients

BlackRock was founded on the core premise of understanding 

investment risk and anticipating the needs of our clients, supporting 

them in achieving their long-term investment goals. Our stewardship 

team plays a key role in helping our clients navigate the governance 

and sustainability risks and opportunities that, in our view, can affect 

their paths towards reaching those goals. Companies continued to 

face complex strategic and operational challenges over the year, due to 

persistent geo-political and socio-economic factors. In our engagement 

with company boards and management, BIS has acknowledged these 

headwinds and continued to encourage a long-term focus. 

We firmly believe in the value of engaging with companies. 

Encouraging responsible business operations serves the interests of 

long-term investors in public companies. BIS engages companies on 

behalf of BlackRock’s equity index funds and accounts and coordinates 

with portfolio managers with active positions in a company. When 

BIS engages a company, we do so from the perspective of a long-term 

investor. Engagement enables us to have ongoing dialogue with 

companies and build our understanding of the challenges they face. 

This is particularly important for our clients invested in indexed funds, 

which represent a significant majority of BlackRock’s equity assets 

under management, as they do not have the option to sell holdings in 

companies that are not performing as expected. Companies can 

continue to look to BIS, as a long-term shareholder on behalf of our 

clients, to provide constructive feedback as they enhance their corporate 

governance and sustainable business models. Likewise, we will 

communicate our views when we believe a company is not appropriately 

managing risks that could potentially impact our clients’ ability to meet 

their long-term investment goals.

We firmly believe 
in the value of 
engaging with 
companies. 

3,690+ 
total engagements1

2,460+
unique companies engaged1

1 BlackRock. Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting 
data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. 

Numbers rounded to the nearest ten.
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Our industry-leading, specialist team of experienced stewardship 

analysts conducts year-round engagements with thousands of 

companies across 55 markets on behalf our clients and their millions 

of beneficiaries. This year, the BIS team continued our intensive, year-

round engagement program, reaching a record-level 3,690 engagement 

meetings (3,650 last year) with 2,460 unique investee companies (2,340 

last year). We continue to focus our engagement on a consistent set of 

five priorities that we believe are essential to the long-term financial 

performance of our clients’ investments: board quality and effectiveness; 

strategy, purpose, and financial resilience; incentives aligned with value 

creation; climate and natural capital; and company impacts on people. 

In our engagements, we encourage companies to provide 

comprehensive disclosures on their long-term strategy, the milestones 

to delivering it, and the governance and operational processes that 

underpin their businesses and long-term financial performance. 

In addition to robust financial disclosures, we find it helpful when 

companies provide the data and narrative that help investors 

understand how they approach material, business relevant sustainability 

risks and opportunities. BlackRock has consistently advocated for 

enhanced reporting to help investors understand risks and opportunities 

in the business models of the companies they invest in. Better quality 

information leads to better investment decision-making and capital 

allocation. We are encouraged by the significant progress made over the 

past 12 months, at a global and market level, advancing towards a global 

baseline set of sustainability reporting standards. Once such standards 

are realized, we are hopeful that the reporting burden on companies can 

be reduced and the quality of information — both data and narrative —

available to investors will be improved, supporting more efficient capital 

markets. These disclosures inform our voting and engagement activities.

Priority Total engagements

Board quality and effectiveness 2,330

Strategy, purpose, and financial resilience 2,120

Incentives aligned with value creation 1,350

Climate and natural capital 2,060

Company impacts on people 1,280

Source: BlackRock. Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Numbers rounded to the nearest ten. Our engagement statistics reflect the 
primary topics discussed during the meeting.

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/whitepaper/spotlight-blk-supports-consistent-climate-related-disclosures-urges-global-coordination-june-2022.pdf
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Voting on behalf of clients who 
authorize BlackRock to do so

Informed by our Global Principles and market-level voting guidelines, 

we have expressed our support for or concern about companies’ 

management of issues that have a long-term impact on shareholder 

returns, such as sustainability risks and opportunities, through voting 

at annual general and special shareholder meetings. Globally, we voted 

on, behalf of those clients who authorized us to do so, at more than 

18,000 shareholder meetings on more than 173,000 proposals. Similar 

to previous years, shareholder proposals represented less than 1% of 

the total proposals we voted on during the 2021-22 proxy year.

Our voting in support of management was largely consistent with the 

prior proxy year: globally we voted in support of 90% of directors 

standing for election and for all items on the agenda at 57% of 

shareholder meetings (also 57% last year). This year, BIS was more 

supportive of management in the Americas and EMEA, where companies 

have made significant progress on the governance and sustainability 

matters that inform our voting. In the Americas, we were more supportive 

of directors as companies made substantial improvements in board 

diversity; we did not support the election of 4% of directors (6% last 

year) for lack of board diversity. In EMEA, we were more supportive as 

companies adapted their remuneration policies and disclosures to align 

better with their long-term shareholder returns in the prolonged post-

COVID economic environment, not supporting 6% of directors due 

to concerns about executive compensation (7% last year). In both the 

Americas and EMEA, we were also more supportive of companies with 

material climate risk in their business models as they improved their 

climate action plans and disclosures, voting to signal concern at 155 

companies (264 last year). We were less supportive of companies in Asia, 

where director independence remains a significant governance concern 

for minority shareholders like our clients. Director independence concerns 

led us to not support the election of 8% of directors (6% last year) 

in APAC.

BIS centers our stewardship work in corporate governance. In our 

experience, sound governance, in terms of both process and practice, 

is critical to the success of a company, the protection of shareholders’ 

interests, and long-term shareholder value creation. That is why board 

quality and effectiveness remain a top engagement priority, and a key 

factor in the majority votes cast on behalf of clients. Like last year, our 

leading reasons for not supporting director elections — and management 

proposals more broadly — were governance-related: 1) lack of board 

independence, 2) lack of board diversity, 3) directors having too many 

board commitments and 4) executive compensation that was not aligned 

with company strategy or long-term performance.

Board quality and 
effectiveness remain 
a top engagement 
priority, and a key 
factor in the majority 
of votes cast on behalf 
of clients.

Like last year, our leading 

reasons for not supporting 

director elections – and 

management proposals 

more broadly – were 

governance-related: 

Lack of board 

independence

Lack of 

board diversity

Directors having 

too many board 

commitments

Executive 

compensation not 

aligned with long-

term performance 

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/fact-sheet/blk-responsible-investment-engprinciples-global.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/about-us/investment-stewardship#stewardship-policies


Votes to signal 
concerns about 
climate actions 
or disclosure

We have been more 

supportive of management 

this year, as companies 

make progress on setting 

climate action strategies 

and managing material-

related risks and 

opportunities that affect 

their ability to generate 

long-term financial returns. 
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It is also our conviction that climate risk is investment risk, and we 

see growing recognition that climate risk and the energy transition are 

already transforming both the real economy and how people invest in 

it. As outlined in our commentary, Climate risk and the global energy 

transition, we looked to companies to make disclosures in line with 

the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 

Disclosures (TCFD) — including in relation to governance, strategy, and 

risk management — that enable investors to assess their climate risk.  

For completeness, such disclosure was most helpful when it included 

scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions metrics and meaningful 

short-, medium-, and long-term emissions reduction targets.1

We have been encouraged by the progress many companies in key 

sectors have made in their energy transition planning and actions, as 

detailed in their enhanced disclosures. Market-level initiatives, such as 

the Net Zero Banking Alliance and Oil & Gas Methane Partnership 2.0, 

have helped companies take steps relevant to their business models and 

sectors. We have also seen enhanced disclosure by many companies 

on how they are engaging on policies addressing climate risk and the 

energy transition, through their own corporate political activities and 

those of the trade associations of which they are active members. This 

has enabled us to be more supportive of management in our voting on 

shareholder proposals seeking enhanced disclosure on these issues this 

proxy voting year. 

Globally, we voted to signal concerns about climate action or disclosure 

at 234 companies, or 1.7% (321 or 2.4% last year). We did not support 

the election of 176 directors for climate-related concerns (254 last year). 

We were pleased to note that 291 — over a quarter — of the companies in 

our 1,000+ company climate focus universe have demonstrated marked 

progress in climate disclosures and targets during the last two years.2

We engaged and/or voted on climate concerns at 81% of these 

improving companies.

234 (321 last year)

companies where we voted to 

signal concerns about climate 

action or disclosure3

176 (254 last year)

directors BIS did not support due 

climate-related concerns4

1 The GHG Protocol Corporate Standard classifies a company’s GHG emissions into three “scopes.” Scope 1 emissions are direct emissions from owned or controlled sources. Scope 2 
emissions are indirect emissions from the generation of purchased energy. Scope 3 emissions are all indirect emissions (not included in scope 2) that occur in the value chain of the 
reporting company, including both upstream and downstream emissions. 2 Limited to companies within the BIS climate focus universe who improved their GHG reduction targets since 
July 1, 2020 according to MSCI. See page 47 in this report for further detail. 3 Votes not supporting unique companies on climate include: 1) votes not supporting or abstaining on 
director elections and director-related proposals, and 2) votes supporting or abstaining on climate-related shareholder proposals.  4 Abstentions are included.

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-commentary-climate-risk-and-energy-transition.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/net-zero-banking/
https://www.ogmpartnership.com/
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-climate-focus-universe.pdf
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/standards_supporting/FAQ.pdf
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368

Omitted

Withdrawn

Voted

Increased US E&S 

shareholder proposal 

activity and less 

SEC no-action relief4

US E&S shareholder 

proposal filings and vorelief

down
1 See page 10 in our report, “Our 2021 Stewardship Expectations.”  2 This relates to the companies in the BIS U.S. voting universe where we voted on behalf of our clients.  3 Source: ISS 
Voting Analytics. 4 Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 18, 2022 reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. The term “average” 
refers to “mean” shareholder support. Median shareholder support for E&S shareholder proposals in the U.S. was 21% for the 2021-22 proxy year, down from 33% last year. 5 Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer LLP. “Trends and Updates from the 2022 Proxy Season.” July 2022. 6  Regarding scope 3 emissions, this is not to minimize value chain, or scope 3, GHG emissions. 
They are a major global societal issue and, for companies where they are material, the prospect of future policy change could affect the economic viability of their business models. To effect 
change in scope 3 GHG emissions in a fair and balanced way, policy action by governments will be necessary. Companies cannot solve scope 3 on their own. As national and regional policy 
expectations around scope 3 evolve and crystallize, we will look to companies to align their disclosures and commitments accordingly.  7 Year 2021 reflects data from July 1, 2020-June 
30, 2021.  Year 2022 reflects data from July 1, 2021 - June 30, 2022.  Omitted refers to proposals for which the SEC has granted “no-action relief” and are excluded from a company’s 
proxy without the proponent’s consent. 

2022 shareholder proposals 
more prescriptive than 2021

We consider well-crafted, well-targeted shareholder proposals to play 

a useful role in the stewardship toolkit. Our research indicates that 

proposals that receive high support from shareholders lead to beneficial 

responses from companies.1 However, as we explained in our May 

commentary, 2022 climate-related proposals more prescriptive than 

2021,2 we observed a marked increase in E&S shareholder proposals 

that went to a vote (e.g., in the U.S. we saw a 133% increase3) and many 

more proposals were unduly constraining on management or were overly 

prescriptive as to information sought or timeframes. Others failed to 

recognize the progress made such that companies had largely met the 

ask of the proposal. 

E&S shareholder proposals voted at U.S. companies attracted 27% 

shareholder support on average — down from 36% last year — which 

suggests that most investors took a measured, materiality-based 

approach in their analysis and voting on this year’s proposals.4 A recent 

report noted that only 9% of the 208 E&S shareholder proposals in its 

sample passed, compared with 27% of 131 such proposals last year.5

105

245

183

18480

31

2021 2022

368

Omitted

Withdrawn

Voted

460

YoY change

25%

-61%

<1%

133%

Increased U.S. E&S 

shareholder proposal 

activity and less 

SEC no-action relief7

U.S. E&S shareholder 

proposal filings and votes up; 

SEC no-action relief down

Source: Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) Voting Analytics Database (voted proposals); ISS Shareholder Proponent Database (omitted and withdrawn proposals).

Among the several 
themes we observed 
this year included 
proposals requesting: 

• Ceasing providing finance to 

traditional energy companies;

• Decommissioning the 

assets of traditional 

energy companies;

• Requiring alignment of 

bank and energy company 

business models solely to 

a specific 1.5⁰C scenario; 

• Changing articles of 

association or corporate 

charters to mandate climate 

risk reporting or voting; 

• Setting absolute scope 3 GHG 

emissions reduction targets;6

• Directing climate lobbying 

activities, policy positions 

or political spending, 

among others.

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/our-2021-stewardship-expectations.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/commentary-bis-approach-shareholder-proposals.pdf
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How we voted on E&S 
shareholder proposals 

Globally, this proxy year we supported 22% of the E&S shareholder 

proposals that we voted on; in absolute terms, this reflects support for 

71 E&S proposals (81 last year). Average market-wide support was 26%.1

Whereas last year we saw climate-related shareholder proposals that 

addressed material business risks and often requested reports providing 

information, as mentioned in the previous section, in 2021-22, BIS 

observed and assessed several notable themes that ultimately reduced 

our support for some shareholder proposals. For instance, such proposals 

sought decommissioning fossil fuel assets, elimination of financing and 

insurance underwriting for fossil fuel projects, and cessation of fossil fuel 

exploration and development. Many of these more prescriptive proposals 

attracted lower levels of investor support more broadly.2

Amongst social proposals, diversity equity and inclusion audits in the 

U.S. achieved notable support, with eight proposals passing and six 

others receiving more than 40% support; we supported 54% of these 

proposals this season. 

When assessing shareholder proposals, we evaluate each proposal on 

its merit, with a singular focus on its implications for long-term value 

creation. We consider the business and economic relevance of the issue 

raised, as well as its materiality and the urgency with which we believe it 

should be addressed.3 BIS supported 21% of all environmental, social, 

and governance (ESG) shareholder proposals put to a vote in the 2021-

22 proxy year.

1 Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 18, 2022 reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Excludes the Japanese market, where 
numerous shareholder proposals are filed every year due to low filing barriers, and where shareholder proposals are often legally binding for directors in this market. Votes to not support 
shareholder proposals includes withhold votes. Globally, median shareholder support for E&S shareholder proposals was 19% for the 2021-22 proxy year. 2 Financial Times, “Investors at 
top US banks refuse to back climate proposals”, April 26, 2022.  3 See page 14 of BIS’ Global Principles for a complete explanation of our approach to shareholder proposals.  4 Does not 
include director election, director-related, or “other” proposals put forth by shareholders. BIS votes cast on shareholder proposals on behalf of our clients are independent of whether 
management recommended voting for or against the proposal. 5 The independent fiduciary makes voting decisions based solely on BlackRock’s publicly available proxy voting guidelines, 
which aim to advance our clients’ long-term financial interests, and public information disclosed by the relevant company. See page 2 in our commentary, “How BlackRock Investment 
Stewardship Manages conflicts of interest.”

71

68

26

149

7
n Supported (in the financial interests of long-

term shareholders)  22%

n Not supported
(too prescriptive/immaterial)  21%

n Not supported 
(not beneficial to shareholders)  8%

n Not supported 
(implemented/company progress)  46%

n Not supported, rationale unspecified  
(voted by independent  fiduciary)5 2%

BIS reasons for votes 

on E&S shareholder 

proposals4

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). ISS classifications used. Sourced on July 11 , 2022, reflecting data July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Excludes Japan. 

321
total votes

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/commentary-bis-approach-shareholder-proposals.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/740b55f8-fa2e-4b66-9398-9f84aedbe8d8
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/fact-sheet/blk-responsible-investment-engprinciples-global.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/about-us/investment-stewardship#principles-and-guidelines
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-statement-conflicts-of-interest.pdf
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We expect to continue to take a measured approach to our stewardship 

activities on behalf of clients. We continuously receive useful feedback 

from companies and clients as we engage over the proxy year, and these 

insights will help us refine our global principles and voting guidelines. 

We do not anticipate significant changes in these or in our engagement 

priorities, which we believe to be grounded in enduring factors that 

shape the ability of companies to deliver durable profitability. The 

context within which companies are managing their businesses will 

continue to be a consideration in our voting and engagement. We 

remain focused on outcomes for our clients that create long-term 

shareholder value and help them achieve financial well-being.  

Looking forward
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By the numbers

1 Most engagement conversations cover multiple topics. Our engagement statistics reflect the primary topics discussed during the meeting.

3,693
Total engagements

2,464
Unique companies 
engaged

782
Companies engaged 
multiple times

55
Markets covered 
in engagements

How we engaged at a glance

Source: BlackRock. Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.

How we voted at a glance

Companies 
voted

Markets 
voted

Meetings 
voted at

Proposals 
voted

Americas 5,138 9 5,668 47,826

APAC 6,135 17 8,919 74,736

EMEA 2,866 44 3,513 50,440

Global total 14,139 70 18,100 173,002

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.

Engagement across our five priorities1

1,352

Board quality and 
effectiveness

2,1152,326 2,058 1,283

Strategy, purpose 
and financial 

resilience

Incentives 
aligned with 

value creation

Climate and 
natural capital

Company 
impacts on 

people

Source: BlackRock. Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.
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Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.
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177

54

88

46

37

172

Proposals voted on at a glance1

Shareholder 
proposals

Management 
proposals2

99%

1%

39% 14% 9% 8% 30%

13% 15% 67% 5%

n Director elections     n Director-related n Compensation

n Capitalization n Other3

n Environmental    n Social n Governance  n Other4

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.

1 This calculation excludes director-related shareholder proposals and other shareholder proposals that are predominantly filed in Greater China, often by controlling shareholders and are, 
in effect, late agenda items from management. By excluding these proposals in this calculation, we believe we can show a better reflection of our voting activities on behalf of clients across 
markets. Please note that across the report, other graphs displaying shareholder proposal-related data may exclude the Japanese market, where numerous shareholder proposals are filed 
every year due to low filing barriers, and where shareholder proposals are often legally binding for directors in this market. Where shareholder proposals in Japan are excluded in the 
calculation, this is duly noted. 2 Does not include management proposals asking shareholders to approve how often (e.g. every year or every three years) compensation policies should be 
voted on, i.e. “Say on Pay” proposals. 3 “Other” management proposals include the following categories: reorganization and mergers, anti-takeover related, say-on-climate proposals 
brought by management,  routine business/miscellaneous, preferred-bondholder, and other proposals. For full detail please the “Appendix” section.  4 These reflect shareholder proposed 
election of directors/supervisors and contested elections and fall outside the categories that most shareholders would view as ESG proposals but are included here to provide visibility of the 
contested elections of the 2021-22 proxy year. 5 Votes not supporting management recommendation include votes not supporting all director-related proposals and in support of 
shareholder proposals.  6 Abstentions are included.  7 Includes abstentions and reflects percentage of shareholder meetings where BIS did not support management on one or more 
proposals.  8 Includes only votes where BIS did not support director elections, including abstentions.  9 Excludes the Japanese market, where numerous shareholder proposals are filed 
every year due to low filing barriers, and where shareholder proposals are often legally binding for directors in this market.  10 Votes where we did not support management includes votes 
withheld and abstentions.  11 Votes where we did not support directors reflect only director elections.

7,024
Unique companies where 
BIS did not support 
management5.6

43%
% of meetings where 
BIS did not support at 
least one voting item7

6,555
Total director         
elections BIS 
did not support8

207
Shareholder
proposals supported9

How we voted on behalf of clients

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.

Americas APAC EMEA Total

Independence 203 1,108 210 1,521

Board diversity 648 119 169 936

Overcommitment 182 89 390 661

Compensation 246 9 321 576

Number of companies where BIS did not support director for 
core governance concerns10, 11

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.
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BIS voting to reflect climate-related concerns

n Americas

n APAC

n EMEA 

234
companies where 
we voted to signal 

concerns about 
climate action or 

disclosure1

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.

1 Votes not supporting unique companies on climate include: 1) votes not supporting or abstaining on director elections and director-related proposals, and 2) votes supporting or 
abstaining on climate-related shareholder proposals.  2 Abstentions are included. 3 Excludes the Japanese market, where numerous shareholder proposals are filed every year due to low 
filing barriers, and where shareholder proposals are often legally binding for directors in this market. See the “Proposal terminology explained” section for a detailed explanation of proposal 
categories.  4 Includes abstentions.  5 Includes withhold votes.  6 Excludes the Japanese market, where numerous shareholder proposals are filed every year due to low filing barriers, and 
where shareholder proposals are often legally binding for directors in this market. See the “Proposal terminology explained” section for a detailed explanation of proposal categories. 
Support for shareholder proposals includes abstentions.

88

63

25

176
directors BIS did 
not support due 
climate related 

concerns2

How BIS voted on behalf of clients on shareholder proposals3

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Measured in number of 
proposals supported/not supported.

▾ Not supported5

(% supported)

▴ Supported4

(% supported)
207 total (21%)

788 total (79%)

Number of shareholder proposals BIS supported by region6

4

7

22

E

n Americas

n APAC

n EMEA 

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022

0

0

38

S

68

6

62

G

33 (27%)

88 (73%)

38 (19%)

162 (81%)

136 (20%)

538 (80%)

E
G

S
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1 Excludes the Japanese market, Does not include director election, director-related, or “other” proposals put forth by shareholders. BIS votes cast on shareholder proposals on behalf of 
our clients are independent of whether management recommended voting for or against the proposal.  2 To learn more, please refer to our Investment Stewardship commentary, “2022 
climate-related shareholder proposals more prescriptive than 2021.” Year 2021 reflects data from July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021.  Year 2022 reflects data from July 1, 2021 
through June 30, 2022.  Omitted refers to proposals for which the SEC has granted “no-action relief” and are excluded from a company’s proxy without the proponent’s consent. 

Increased E&S shareholder proposal activity in the U.S. 

Source: Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) Voting Analytics Database (voted proposals); ISS Shareholder Proponent Database (omitted and withdrawn proposals)

105

245

183

18480

31

2021 2022

368

Omitted

Withdrawn

Voted

460

YoY change

25%

-61%

<1%

133%

In the U.S., we saw a 133% 

increase in the number of 

environmental and social 

shareholder proposals – many 

of them more prescriptive than 

in prior years, enabled by 

changing guidance by the U.S. 

SEC.2 

71

68

26

149

7

n Supported (in the financial interests of 
long-term shareholders)  22%

n Not supported
(too prescriptive/immaterial)  21%

n Not supported
(not beneficial to shareholders)  8%

n Not supported 
(implemented/company progress)  46%

n Not supported, rationale unspecified 
(voted by independent fiduciary)*  2%

BIS reasons for votes on E&S shareholder proposals1

Source: BlackRock, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Sourced on July 11, 2022, reflecting data July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Excludes the Japanese market, where 
numerous shareholder proposals are filed every year due to low filing barriers, and where shareholder proposals are often legally binding for directors in this market. Does not include 
director election, director-related, or “other” proposals put forth by shareholders. BIS votes cast on shareholder proposals on behalf of our clients are independent of whether management 
recommended voting for or against the proposal.

* The independent fiduciary makes voting decisions based solely on BlackRock’s publicly available proxy voting guidelines, which aim to advance our clients’ long-term financial interests, 
and public information disclosed by the relevant company. See page 2 in our commentary, “How BlackRock Investment Stewardship Manages conflicts of interest.”

321
total votes

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/commentary-bis-approach-shareholder-proposals.pdf
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/about-us/investment-stewardship#principles-and-guidelines
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-statement-conflicts-of-interest.pdf
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Source: BlackRock and Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Categories reflect ISS classifications. Sourced on July 11, 2022.  

*Note: By separating these proposals, we believe we can show a better comparison of our voting activities on behalf of clients across markets.  **Includes votes against and withheld.  

1 Elect directors/supervisors and contested elections.  2 Includes discharge of directors, committee appointments, bundled elections and election of directors to specific board positions.  
3 Includes Say-on-Pay proposals, Approve Remuneration Policy, and Equity Plans.

Americas EMEA
APAC ex 
Japan*

Japan
Global 
total

Global ex 
Japan*

Management 
proposals 

Director 
elections1

Support 27,067 10,158 5,955 16,176 59,356 43,180

Not support** 2,206 1,614 1,068 1,475 6,363 4,888

Abstain 5 174 0 3 182 179

Director
related2

Support 1,321 7,774 7,801 1,575 18,471 16,896

Not support** 258 1,587 1,178 149 3,172 3,023

Abstain 985 1,099 34 0 2,118 2,118

Compensation3

Support 4,419 3,964 2,760 1,005 12,148 11,143

Not support** 567 1,471 794 118 2,950 2,832

Abstain 1 32 0 0 33 33

Capitalization

Support 834 5,476 6,145 60 12,515 12,455

Not support** 130 413 1,260 5 1,808 1,803

Abstain 0 8 8 0 16 16

Reorganization 
and mergers

Support 588 1,102 4,813 2,189 8,692 6,503

Not support** 38 90 1,418 81 1,627 1,546

Abstain 1 35 0 0 36 36

Anti-takeover 
related

Support 564 483 43 4 1,094 1,090

Not support** 91 26 1 59 177 118

Abstain 0 0 0 0 0 0

Social

Support 0 0 0 0 0 0

Not support** 0 0 0 0 0 0

Abstain 0 0 0 0 0 0

‘Say-on-
climate’

Support 2 39 4 0 45 45

Not support** 0 1 0 0 1 1

Abstain 0 0 0 0 0 0

Routine 
business/
miscellaneous

Support 6,854 13,043 14,197 1,560 35,654 34,094

Not support** 228 151 745 4 1,128 1,124

Abstain 382 543 0 0 925 925

Preferred/
bondholder

Support 3 142 0 0 145 145

Not support** 9 264 0 0 273 273

Abstain 11 0 0 0 11 11
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Appendix
July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022 Voting Statistics 

Americas EMEA
APAC ex 
Japan*

Japan
Global 
total

Global ex 
Japan*

ESG shareholder 
proposals 

Environmental

Support 22 4 7 0 33 33

Not support** 54 17 17 54 142 88

Abstain 0 0 0 0 0 0

Social

Support 38 0 0 0 38 38

Not support** 159 3 0 4 166 162

Abstain 0 0 0 0 0 0

Governance

Support 62 68 6 12 148 136

Not support** 337 166 35 199 737 538

Abstain 0 0 0 4 4 0

Other shareholder 
proposals 

Director 
elections1

Support 30 6 2 0 38 38

Not support** 6 0 5 15 26 11

Abstain 0 0 0 0 0 0

Director-
related2

Support 96 207 1,205 1 1,509 1,508

Not support** 11 145 112 15 283 268

Abstain 37 3 0 0 40 40

Other3

Support 0 113 300 0 413 413

Not support** 0 19 56 0 75 75

Abstain 0 0 0 0 0 0

Source: BlackRock and Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Categories reflect ISS classifications. Sourced on July 11, 2022.  

*Note: Separates shareholder proposals voted in the Japanese market, where numerous legally binding proposals are filed every year due to the low filing threshold. Japanese law allows 
proxy access for essentially any proposal and the threshold to file a legally binding shareholder proposal is relatively low, at 1% of outstanding shares or 300 trading-units, held for over six 
months. By separating these proposals, we believe we can show a better comparison of our voting activities on behalf of clients across markets.  **Includes votes against and withheld.  

1 Shareholder proposed election of directors/supervisors and contested elections.  2 Includes discharge of directors, committee appointments, bundled elections and election of directors 
to specific board positions. For more information please see the “Proposal terminology explained” section.  3 Includes a number of shareholder originated proposals that fall outside the 
categories that most shareholders would view as ESG proposals and are generally procedural in nature. There are a substantial number of shareholder proposals in Greater China relative to 
other markets. For more information please see the “Proposal terminology explained” section.
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Management Proposals

Anti-takeover and Related Proposals —

Proposals concerning shareholder rights, the 

adoption of “poison pills,” and thresholds for 

approval, among others. 

Capitalization —

Generally involves authorizations for stock 

issuances, private placements, stock splits, 

and conversions of securities. 

Election of Directors —

A category of management originated proposals 

which includes the election of directors and the 

discharge of directors or boards. 

Director-related Proposals —

A category of management originated, director-

related proposals, excluding director elections, 

such as supervisory board matters, declassification 

of boards, implementation of majority voting, 

among others. 

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Reorganizations —

Involves significant transactions requiring 

shareholder approval like spin-offs and asset 

sales, as well as changes to company jurisdiction 

or structure. 

Routine Business —

Covers formal approvals of reports, name changes, 

and technical bylaws, among many others. 

Other Management Proposals

Preferred / Bondholder –

Includes management items presented at 

bondholder meetings that are reserved for voting by 

holders of preferred shares or bonds as well as other 

proposals used to confirm information regarding the 

individual or institution voting the shares.

Social –

Includes management originated proposals relating 

to a range of social issues such as guidelines on 

political contributions.

Say-on-climate –

Proposals to approve a company’s climate action 

plan, commonly referred to as “say on climate.”
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Shareholder Proposals 

Governance —

Generally involves key corporate governance matters 

affecting shareholder rights including governance 

mechanisms and related article/bylaw amendments, 

as well as proposals on compensation, and corporate 

political activities and related disclosures. 

Environmental —

Covers shareholder proposals relating to reports on 

climate risk, energy efficiency, recycling, community 

environmental impacts, and environmental policies. 

Social —

Includes shareholder originated proposals 

relating to a range of social issues such as 

reports on pay.

Election of Directors —

A category of shareholder originated proposals which 

includes the election of directors on a dissident 

shareholder’s slate. 

Director-related Proposals —

A category of shareholder originated director-related 

proposals, excluding director elections, such as 

supervisory board matters, declassification of boards, 

implementation of majority voting, among others, 

disparity, requests for enhanced anti-bias policies, 

or reports on human rights policies. A substantial 

number of these shareholder proposals are in Greater 

China relative to other markets. This is due to the 

China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) 

requiring companies that have a foreign listing to 

submit their proposals 45 days prior to the meeting 

(which applies to all Chinese companies that have 

an A-share listing in China together with H shares 

listed in Hong Kong). However, the CSRC allows 

shareholder proposals for these companies to 

be included up to 10 days prior to the meeting. 

The result is that many shareholder proposals 

are submitted by controlling shareholders and 

are, in effect, late agenda items from management. 

Other —

Includes a number of shareholder originated 

proposals that fall outside the categories that 

most shareholders would view as ESG proposals 

and are generally procedural in nature. A substantial 

number of these shareholder proposals in Greater 

China relative to other markets. This is due to the 

China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) 

requiring companies that have a foreign listing to 

submit their proposals 45 days prior to the meeting 

(which applies to all Chinese companies that have 

an A-share listing in China together with H-shares 

listed in Hong Kong). However, the CSRC allows 

shareholder proposals for these companies to 

be included up to 10 days prior to the meeting. 

The result is that many shareholder proposals are 

submitted by controlling shareholders and are, 

in effect, late agenda items from management.
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